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DATE OF INSTRUCTIONS

Director's Instructions dated May 14, 1934.

EXTENT

This survey covers the part of Gardiners Island south of Eastern Plain Point; Cartwright Island; and the northwest shore of Long Island from Promised Land eastward to Culloiden Point, including Napeague Harbor, Napeague Bay, and Fort Pond Bay.

SURVEY METHODS

The entire area was surveyed by the standard Coast Survey planetable methods using an aluminum mounted sheet. The survey was controlled by old triangulation established prior to the survey of this sheet. Since aerial photographs were taken of this area no shoreline was surveyed except Cartwright Island where due to the sandy nature of the island an accurate outline of the shore from the aerial photographs could not be obtained. A complete shoreline of this island was made by the stadia method.

No traversing with the planetable was necessary since it was possible to locate all signals by planetable triangulation. All signals in this area were small, nothing larger than a 12 foot tripod being necessary. Numerous natural objects such as chimneys, smokestacks, water towers, etc., were used.

DESCRIPTION

The entire shoreline on this sheet is of a sandy nature except the west shore of Napeague Harbor where there is a considerable marsh along the shore. As a rule the shoreline can be said to be of a rather permanent nature except at Goff Point and the area approximately one mile eastward where there are numerous sand dunes. These dunes are constantly shifting and a continuous changing of the shoreline results therefrom.

There are a number of prominent landmarks in this area, a list of which is forwarded under separate cover. No new names were established within the limits of this survey.
REMARKS

At approximately one mile intervals recoverable topographic stations were established using natural objects wherever possible. Where no natural objects were available a standard bronze disc set in a concrete filled tile was used to mark stations established. The name of the station and the year was stamped on all discs used. A description of each recoverable station established is forwarded under separate cover.

STATISTICS

Length of shoreline in statute miles - 2 miles.
Area surveyed in square statute miles - 60 miles.
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